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Abstract—In mobile ad hoc networks, nodes have the inherent
ability to move. Aside from conducting attacks to maximize their
utility and cooperating with regular nodes to deceive them, malicious nodes get better payoffs with the ability to move. In this
paper, we propose a game theoretic framework to analyze the
strategy profiles for regular and malicious nodes. We model the
situation as a dynamic Bayesian signaling game and analyze and
present the underlining connection between nodes’ best combination of actions and the cost and gain of the individual strategy.
Regular nodes consistently update their beliefs based on the opponents’ behavior, while malicious nodes evaluate their risk of being
caught to decide when to flee. Some possible countermeasures for
regular nodes that can impact malicious nodes’ decisions are presented as well. An extensive analysis and simulation study shows
that the proposed equilibrium strategy profile outperforms other
pure or mixed strategies and proves the importance of restricting
malicious nodes’ advantages brought by the flee option.
Index Terms—Bayesian signaling game, game theory, mobile ad
hoc networks (MANETs), mobility, reputation systems, sequential
rationality, uncertainty.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE COLLABORATION between the participants is the
foundation for mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) to
achieve the desired functionalities. The topologies in MANETs
change dynamically because of node movement. Nodes in
MANETs usually have no predefined trust between each other.
Moreover, all nodes tend to maximize their own utility (also
referred to as payoff) in activities. Among existing research,
different mechanisms (e.g., reputation systems, virtual currency, and barter economy) have been developed to stimulate
cooperation and mitigate nodes’ selfish behavior.
Aside from regular nodes’ selfish behavior, malicious nodes
also exist in the network. The common objective of malicious
nodes is maximizing the damage to the network while avoiding
being caught. Their utility comes from activities that disrupt
the operation of the network and waste the resources of regular
nodes.
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In order to minimize the impact of malicious nodes and
stimulate cooperation, regular nodes monitor and continuously
evaluate their neighbors. Certain criteria are set to distinguish a
node’s trust level toward others. Regular nodes will focus their
resources on cooperating with neighbors that they trust, decline
requests from suspicious neighbors, and report when a neighbor
is considered to be malicious. However, in this case, intelligent
malicious nodes would elaborately choose a frequency at which
they cooperate to deceive regular nodes.
Moreover, malicious nodes have the strategy of fleeing to
avoid punishment in MANETs. Therefore, a malicious node can
start its malicious behavior all over again with a clean history
in a new location by fleeing before being caught. However, this
additional strategy does not imply that malicious nodes should
continuously attack and run since fleeing is also associated
with a cost (e.g., the energy spent to move to the selected
destination). We can instinctively describe the malicious nodes’
optimal strategy as follows: cooperate to deceive regular nodes’
trust, attack to cause damage and maximize their own utility,
and flee before regular nodes accumulate enough evidence
and decide to report. Now, we need to answer some critical
questions in MANETs: How will a node choose its strategy
according to its type? When should a regular node report?
When should a malicious node flee? What countermeasures are
available to restrict the malicious node’s advantages brought by
the flee strategy?
We model the wrestling between the regular and malicious
node as a dynamic Bayesian game and provide answers to
the aforementioned questions through analysis. In this game,
nodes observe the result of each round of communication. Each
node’s type, regular or malicious, is its own private information.
Its neighbor’s actual type is the incomplete information in the
game. Each node should form beliefs toward neighbors and
update the beliefs according to the neighbors’ actions as the
game evolves.
Both regular and malicious nodes’ best responses are guided
by threats about certain reactions from other players. Such
threats are dependent on their current beliefs. The regular
node sets a reputation threshold and judges other nodes’ types
based on the evaluated belief and this threshold. The malicious
node continuously evaluates the risk, which is decided by the
possibility that a regular node would choose to report under
current conditions. On the basis of the risk and expected fleeing
cost, the malicious node makes a decision on fleeing.
The contributions of this paper are as follows: 1) We formulate a Bayesian game framework to study the strategy of regular
and malicious nodes in MANETs; 2) we propose decision rules
for regular nodes to report and malicious nodes to flee, which
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comply with the sequential rationality requirement; 3) we study
the equilibrium strategy profiles for both parties based on the
belief and expected payoff and reveal the connection between
nodes’ best response and the cost and gain of each individual
strategy; and 4) we present several countermeasures to restrict
the flee strategy.
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TABLE I
N OTATIONS AND ACRONYMS

II. R ELATED W ORK
The incentives for nodes to cooperate are analyzed and
presented in [1]–[3]. However, in these works, malicious nodes
are modeled as never cooperative, without any further sophistication, since their main focus was discouraging selfish
nodes. There is no degree of selfishness that can approximate
the behavior of malicious nodes. In this paper, we model the
malicious nodes with their own utility functions, which are
different from regular nodes. In other words, we assume that
malicious nodes are also rational concerning their goals.
Some recent works have studied the incentives for malicious
nodes and modeled their behavior more rationally. In [4],
Liu et al. present a general incentive-based method to
model the attackers’ intents, objectives, and strategies. In [5],
Theodorakopoulos and Baras further study the payoff of the
malicious nodes and identify the influence of the network
topology. However, the good nodes’ behavior in [5] is simple,
and it fails to consider the possibility that an attacker might
choose different attack frequencies toward different opponents.
We consider more “intelligent” malicious nodes, making the
regular and malicious nodes’ game in this paper more realistic.
Game theory [6] is a powerful tool in modeling interactions
among self-interested nodes and predicting their choice of
strategies [7]–[10]. Therefore, wireless ad hoc networks [11]–
[13] are often studied using game theory. The equilibria of the
contention window game are studied in [13]. The results of the
analysis show that selfishness does not always lead to network
collapse and may help the network to operate at an efficient
Nash equilibrium. In [11], a mixed-strategy equilibrium is
studied to counter the jamming attack. A Bayesian game is
studied in [12] to save energy in distributed intrusion detection
systems. In this paper, we utilize game theory [6] to analyze the
typical wrestling scenario between regular and malicious nodes
in MANETs.
We use a monitoring and reputation system [14]–[17] as the
basic setting for regular nodes. Many related works also use
reputation systems [18]–[20] and a game theory model [21] to
analyze the problem. Srinivasan et al. [22] analyze a modified
tit-for-tat strategy, where each node compares its own frequency
to the aggregate frequency of cooperation of the network.
Altman et al. [23] propose a scheme for punishing users whose
frequency of cooperation is below the level dictated by the
Nash equilibrium.
III. BASIC M ODEL AND A SSUMPTIONS
Table I lists the notations used in this paper. We consider a
MANET which contains both regular and malicious nodes. We
will not restrict malicious nodes’ ability to coordinate. Hence,
they would avoid playing the following game with each other

because there is no gain in doing so. Regular nodes only know
their own type. To simplify the analysis, time is divided into
slots, and players choose their strategies simultaneously at the
beginning of each time slot. A sample scenario for the regular
and malicious nodes game is shown in Fig. 1(a).
As shown in Fig. 1(b), the regular user can choose to cooperate or decline one round of communication, while the malicious
node can attack or cooperate. Here, decline (D) means that a
node simply rejects participation, while cooperate (C) means
that a node makes itself available for communication. The
packet can be forwarded through a link only when nodes on
both endpoints of the link choose to cooperate. The regular
node benefits from good network operations. However, each
receiving and forwarding action also costs energy. If a regular
node chooses to cooperate while the other node on the link
chooses not to, the regular node wastes energy.
The malicious node attacks (A) in an effort to waste the
resources and disrupt the operation of the network. Attacking
leads to a failure of one round of communication between two
neighbors. Malicious nodes can conduct a simple droppingpacket attack, which is in the same form as the decline strategy
of regular nodes. However, malicious nodes get payoff from the
attack, while regular nodes receive no gain from the decline.
Malicious nodes can also conduct more sophisticated attacks,
such as analyzing a received packet without further forwarding
or sending out a modified packet. To make the definition of
“attack” more general, we use the cost and gain metrics to
summarize the characteristic of one type of attack in the game.
Different attack mechanisms have different costs and expected
gains; however, the game-based analysis framework is equally
applicable to these attacks.
Neighbor Monitoring: By exploiting the promiscuous nature
of broadcast communication in wireless media, nodes track the
outgoing packets of their one-hop neighbors through passive
observation. However, a node cannot distinguish whether a
failure in communication is caused by its opponent’s A or
D (A/D for short). Therefore, an observation is classified
as either a detected C or a detected A/D. Accordingly, the
corresponding discrete variable, namely, α for detected C and
β for detected A/D, is incremented as shown in Fig. 1(b). This
mechanism is called neighbor monitoring [24].
In practical MANETs, the detection process has challenges.
First, the malicious node can disguise itself. Second, the
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Fig. 1. Wrestling between regular and malicious nodes in MANETs. (a) Example scenario. (b) Decision process.

randomness and unreliability of the wireless channel bring
more uncertainty to the monitoring process. A scheme which
ignores the noise in the observation is not practical in the actual
wireless networks. We assume that the error in observation
may occur but with very low probability. Otherwise, it would
be impossible to distinguish a malicious node by neighbor
monitoring.
Cluster: A cluster denotes a logical region of a MANET
where nodes are highly connected with each other. The grid in
Fig. 1 indicates a cluster. A MANET can always be divided into
clusters. Nodes can dynamically leave or join a cluster during
their movement. We assume that an authentication method
exists and that the identity is bounded with the physical node
which cannot be changed or faked during the node’s stay in
the cluster. When a node first joins a cluster, other nodes in
the cluster authenticate the node and set their belief toward the
newcomer to the initial value.
When a malicious node flees (F ) into a cluster that it has
never visited before, nodes in that cluster will treat it as a
newcomer. This is because a node’s behavior cannot be tracked
and the identity binding cannot be monitored outside the cluster.
In essence, the flee strategy leads to a reputation reset. When a
regular node decides to report (R) one of its neighbors as a
malicious node, it broadcasts the report in its current cluster. If
the report is considered to be true, the malicious node being
reported will be punished. Otherwise, the reporting node’s
accountability will be affected for the false alarm.
Decision Process: Fig. 1(b) shows the general decision
process of regular and malicious nodes. The regular node obtains feedback from the neighbor monitoring and evaluates the
belief and sufficiency of evidence toward the opponent based
on α and β. It follows a threshold policy to decide whether to
report. If not, the regular node chooses C with a probability p,
which is calculated based on its belief. The malicious node also
evaluates the risk of being caught. It follows its rule to decide
whether to flee. If not, the malicious node chooses A with a
probability φ. The key issues in this decision process are the
decision rules for both parties and the action profiles reflected

by p and φ. We analyze the MANET to find the optimal decision
rules and action profiles by using the dynamic Bayesian game
framework.
Bayesian Signaling Game: The regular/malicious node
game in this paper is a multistage dynamic Bayesian signaling
game. Bayesian games are the combination of game theory and
probability theory that allow taking incomplete information into
account. In Bayesian games, each player is allowed to have
some private information that affects the progress of the game.
Others are assumed to have beliefs about the private information. Players choose their actions during the game according
to their beliefs and private information. Signaling games are
one specific category of Bayesian games. There are two kinds
of players in signaling games: senders and receivers. The
sender’s type is its private information. Based on its own type,
the sender chooses to send a message from a set of possible
messages. The receiver observes the message but not the type of
sender.
Stage games are simple games played at individual time
slots. The objective of both regular and malicious nodes is
to maximize their expected payoff, which implies that both
players are rational. The Nash equilibrium for a single stage
game given nodes’ current beliefs is called Bayesian Nash equilibrium (BNE). For a multistage game, the notion of sequential
rationality means that a player’s strategy should be the best
response to others’ strategies according to its prediction, and
it is what determines the optimality of the subsequent play.
Through analysis, we aim to find the perfect Bayesian equilibrium (PBE) of this game. PBE is a refinement of BNE. PBE
requires that players form beliefs about the opponents’ types,
update the beliefs, and take the best response actions using these
beliefs.
IV. R EGULAR /M ALICIOUS N ODE G AME
We model the regular/malicious node game as a multistage
dynamic Bayesian signaling game to find the optimal strategy
of regular and malicious nodes.
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TABLE II
S TRATEGIC F ORM OF THE R EGULAR /M ALICIOUS N ODE G AME.
(a) N ODE i I S M ALICIOUS: (i’ S U TILITY, j’ S U TILITY ).
(b) N ODE i I S R EGULAR: (i’ S U TILITY, j’ S U TILITY )

A. Game Specification
In the game, player i is the sender, and its type can be regular
or malicious; player j is a regular node, and it is the receiver. In
each time slot, each player chooses its action from its strategy
space. The strategy space for regular nodes is {C, D, R}. For
malicious nodes, the strategy space is {A, C, F }. After each
time slot, each player receives a payoff that depends on its own
action, its neighbors’ actions, and its own type. The payoffs are
listed in Table II.
For both players, all possible strategies, except D, incur cost.
The cost can be interpreted as the energy spent to conduct
certain actions. For a malicious node, it gains GA from a
successful A. The success depends on its neighbor’s strategy.
Only when regular node j selects C will the attack succeed.
The malicious node could also choose C to deceive node j;
however, there is no gain for the malicious node if it chooses
C in a one-shot game, as it has a different objective compared
to regular nodes. Regular nodes gain GC from a successful C.
They could also choose D, which incurs zero gain and no cost
even if the opponent chooses A in a stage game.
Both players have one more option. When choosing F , the
malicious node avoids the risk of being caught. Therefore, the
expected gain for F is the value of risk. This risk is not static;
it increases as the regular node j’s evidence accumulates. If j
chooses R, it gets the gain GR if i is a malicious node. The
malicious node is considered to be caught in this case. However,
j should also consider the possible loss for false alarm. If i is a
regular node and j reports i as a malicious node, node j needs
to bear the loss LF for this false alarm.
B. Belief System
In the game, node j needs to update its belief according to
the game evolution. We propose a certainty-oriented reputation
system (CORS) for belief updating.
In the CORS, nodes use a neighbor monitoring mechanism.
Each node estimates its neighbor’s type based on its accumulated observations using the Bayesian inference, which is a statistical model to update the probability that a hypothesis is true
according to the evidence. Beta distribution Beta(α, β) is used
in the Bayesian inference. The beta distribution is a family of
continuous probability distributions defined on [0, 1] differing
in the values of their two non-negative shape parameters α and
β. To start with, node j has the prior Beta(1, 1) for node i.
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The prior Beta(1, 1) implies the uniform distribution on [0, 1],
which indicates complete uncertainty as there is no observation. When observation result (α − 1, β − 1) is obtained from
neighbor monitoring, the prior is updated as Beta(α, β).
Many reputation systems use Bayesian inference to reason
nodes’ trust opinions. However, trust opinions are usually
sharply divided into belief or disbelief in these systems. A
simplistic belief update rule, which calculates b as α/(α + β),
is generally used. However, this omits the possible cost for
false positive, which is important for regular nodes’ sequential
rationality. The main cause of false positive is the uncertainty
in nodes’ opinion.
We use a triplet to represent node j’s (trustor) opinion toward
another node i (trustee) in the CORS: (b, d, u) ∈ [0, 1]3 and b +
d + u = 1, where b, d, and u designate belief, disbelief, and
uncertainty, respectively [18].
Two important attributes can be observed from the general
understanding of the concept of uncertainty. First, when there is
more evidence, u will consequently be lower. Second, when the
evidence for detected C or A/D dominates, there will be less
u when compared to the equal-evidence situation. After examining the major statistical metrics of the beta distribution, we
find that the normalized variance satisfies these observations.
Therefore, we define u as follows:
u=

12 · α · β
.
(α + β)2 · (α + β + 1)

(1)

The numerator and the denominator guarantee the latter and
the former attributes, respectively. The total certainty is (1 −
u), which can be divided into b and d according to their share
of supporting evidence. Hence, b = (α/(α + β)) · (1 − u), and
d = (1 − u) − b = (β/(α + β)) · (1 − u).
Assume that we have two cases: 1) α = β = 10 and 2) α =
β = 5. Although α/(α + β) = 0.5 is the same in both cases,
the uncertainty u is 0.14 in case 1) and 0.27 in case 2).
C. Stage Game
Both players are rational in the sense that the malicious node
would like to follow strategies that minimize its chance of being
caught and maximize the damage. The regular node also wants
to play strategies that will maximize its chances of catching
malicious nodes without losing the opportunity to cooperate
with other regular nodes. The extensive form of the game is
given in Fig. 2. Nature determines the type of node i, and this
type is i’s private information. Node j’s current belief that i’s
type is malicious is represented by θ. Recall that α and β denote
the number of detected C and detected A/D in the previous
stage games, respectively. According to Bayes’ rule, θ should
be calculated as θ = β/(α + β), while 1 − θ = α/(α + β).
We assign the initial value α = β = 1 at the beginning, which
makes θ = 0.5. This initial belief is in compliance with the noevidence situation.
We analyze the possible BNE. The Nash equilibrium refers
to the situation where each player has chosen a strategy
and no player can benefit by changing its strategy while the
others maintain theirs. We discuss pure-strategy BNE under
two cases. In the first case, node i plays its pure strategy
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Fig. 2. Single stage of the flee game.

σi = (A if malicious, C if regular), which means that i always
plays A if its type is malicious and C if it is regular. The
expected payoffs Ej (C) or Ej (D) of j playing its pure strategy
σj = C or σj = D are

Ej (C) = θ · (−GA − CC ) + (1 − θ) · (GC − CC )
Ej (D) = θ · 0 + (1 − θ) · 0.

To make C and D indifferent to j, i.e., Ej (C) = Ej (D), the
malicious-type node i’s equilibrium strategy is to play A with
φ = (GC − CC )/((GC + GA ) · θ). i’s expected payoffs of A
and C are

Ei (A) = p · GA − CA
Ei (C) = −CC .

The formula of Ej (C) enumerates two cases. One is that
neighbor node i is a malicious node. According to j’s current
belief, this case appears with the probability θ. Since i will
choose A, j’s payoff in this case is (−GA − CC ). Another case
is that i is a regular node, which appears with the probability
1 − θ. j’s payoff in this case is (GC − CC ). Other formulas in
this section follow the same idea.
If Ej (C) ≥ Ej (D), node j’s best response is to play C. That
is, when the estimated probability θ ≤ (GC − CC )/(GC +
GA ), the BNE strategy pair for i and j is (σi , σj ) =
((A if malicious, C if regular), C). However, when θ > (GC −
CC )/(GC + GA ), there is no pure-strategy BNE because,
when the malicious-type node i plays A, the best response for
j is to play D. However, if j plays D, it is possible that C is
the best response for malicious-type node i since CA could be
larger than CC in some scenarios.
In the second case, malicious-type node i plays pure strategy
C. Then, j’s best response is C, regardless of θ. However,
if j plays C, malicious-type node i’s best response is A,
which reduces to the previous case. In this case, (σi , σj ) =
((C if malicious, C if regular), C) is not a BNE.
We now examine the mixed-strategy BNE for situations without a pure-strategy BNE. Recall that φ stands for the probability
that the malicious-type node i will play A, and p stands for the
probability that node j will play C. j’s expected payoffs of C
and D are

Ej (C) = φ · θ · (−GA − CC ) + (1 − φ · θ) · (GC − CC )
Ej (D) = φ · θ · 0 + (((1 − φ) · θ) + (1 − θ)) · 0.

By imposing Ei (A) = Ei (C) to make A and C indifferent
to malicious-type node i, we get that j’s equilibrium strategy is to play C with probability p = (CA − CC )/GA (when
CA < CC , p = 0). Thus, the mixed-strategy pair (σi , σj ) =
((φ if malicious, C if regular), p) is a BNE for the corresponding situations.
Therefore, the BNE of the stage game can be
summarized as follows: When θ ≤ (GC − CC )/(GC + GA ),
if malicious, C
if regular), C);
after
(σi , σj ) = ((A
θ > (GC − CC )/(GC + GA ), j becomes more conservative,
and (σi , σj ) = ((φ if malicious, C if regular), p).
We obtain some conclusions by analyzing the stage game:
1) We analyze the stage games without considering the R and
F options, and 2) the equilibrium of the regular/malicious node
game should be constructed based on the BNE of the stage
game.
We only need to consider C and A/D when searching for
the BNE of a single stage game. However, the regular node
has an additional option R, and the malicious node has an
additional option F , which makes the sequential rationality
more complicated.
D. Sequential Rationality: Report
If a regular node j decides to choose R in a stage, there are
two possible results: 1) i is malicious, and the report is correct,
and 2) i is regular, and the report is a false alarm.
The second result may occur since regular nodes also play
D in some stage games to maximize their utility. Such a false
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alarm would draw unnecessary attention and reduce regular
nodes’ sensitivity to real attacks. Therefore, regular nodes
should estimate the loss LF for the event of the false alarm.
LF is a subjective value that reflects the regular node’s characteristic. Larger LF indicates a more conservative characteristic.
LF is the private information of the regular node.
The regular node j’s decision depends on the comparison
between the expected correct report gain and the expected false
alarm cost. Aside from the formed belief θ, j also needs to evaluate the sufficiency of the evidence before making decisions.
We use uncertainty u to measure the sufficiency of evidence.
In regular nodes’ reporting rule, which shares similar ideas
with the sequential hypothesis testing theory, the threshold
policies should be applied to achieve the optimal result. Regular node j decides whether to report in the current stage
game by checking whether a threshold T has been reached.
The threshold T should reflect the combined requirement on
both the proportion of detected A/D in the evidence and the
sufficiency of the evidence. Consider a case where α = 1 and
β = 2. Although θ = 0.67 is high, the sufficiency of evidence
is low. If we use a T that only focuses on θ, it is highly possible
that a regular-type node i is falsely reported in this case. Since
1 − u can be regarded as regular node j’s certainty toward
the current evidence, θ · (1 − u) is the proportion of certainty
which supports the proposition that node i is a malicious node.
The threshold T should be imposed on θ · (1 − u) to reflect
both requirements.
To satisfy the sequential rationality, node j should report only
when Ej (R) > max{Ej (C), Ej (D)}, where Ej (R) = θ ·
(1 − u) · (GR − CR ) − ((1 − θ) · (1 − u) + u) · (LF + CR ).
j should not choose R when Ej (C) > 0, as it should not end
the game when it still expects to gain in the following stage
games. Therefore, T should be calculated as a condition that
makes Ej (R) > 0. We get T = (LF + CR )/(GR + LF ).
When θ · (1 − u) > (LF + CR )/(GR + LF ), regular node j
will choose R.
Assuming T = 0.42, when α = β = 10, j should report as
θ · (1 − u) = 0.43 > T . Consider the case where α = β = 2.
j should not report as θ · (1 − u) = 0.2 < T , although θ is the
same. As the evidence is insufficient, R has a good chance of
leading to a false alarm in the latter case.
E. Sequential Rationality: Flee
By using a threshold T as the decision rule for R and the
mixed strategy to play C or D, we get the complete strategy
profile for the regular node. In this section, we need to complete
the strategy profile for the malicious node. More specifically,
one question needs to be answered: when to flee?
When a malicious node decides to flee, the expected gain is to
avoid the risk of being caught. However, what is the definition
for the risk? Since i’s attack frequency φ depends on node j’s
belief θ and j’s reporting rule depends on belief and uncertainty,
the malicious-type node i’s risk should be calculated based on
opponent j’s current opinion and threshold. The risk is defined
as the expected loss of being reported Risk = P (catch) · GR ,
where P (catch) denotes the probability of being caught. The
malicious node should check whether Ei (F ) = Risk − CF >
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max{Ei (A), Ei (C)}. If this condition is satisfied, the malicious node should flee.
As the malicious-type node i has perfect information about
the transaction history between itself and regular node j, it can
precisely estimate j’s belief toward it. Since LF is a subjective
cost for the false alarm of node j, node i cannot know the exact
value of LF . However, node i would have enough knowledge
about the network and know the distribution of LF . If the number of nodes is large enough in the network, LF should comply
to the normal distribution. Node i could know the standard
deviation V AR(LF ) and the expected value E(LF ). P (catch)
is equal to the probability that the current θ · (1 − u) will pass
j’s threshold T , and P (θ · (1 − u) > T ) = P (LF < (θ · (1 −
u) · GR − CR )/(1 − θ · (1 − u))). Therefore, we have
⎛
P (catch) = Φ ⎝

θ·(1−u)·GR −CR
1−θ·(1−u)

− E(LF )

V AR(LF )

⎞
⎠

(2)

√
x
where Φ(x) = (1/ 2π) −∞ exp(−(u2 )/2)du.
Assume that T = 0.42, GR = 100, and CF = 10. Without
the F strategy, malicious-type node i needs to keep φ < 0.42, or
it can choose a higher φ and bear the loss of GR . For example,
if i chooses φ = 0.66, it will be reported and lose 100 when
α = 2 and β = 5. With the F strategy, i could flee when α = 2
and β = 4 by paying only ten.
From the analysis of the F strategy, we can see that the
malicious node enjoys its advantage of choosing its optimal φ to
attack and escaping punishment with the option to flee. It needs
to keep evaluating the risk of staying and playing and find a
tradeoff between risk and CF to maximize its payoff.
Algorithm 1 Player j’s PBE strategy σj∗
1: while θ · (1 − u) < T do
2: if θ ≤ (GC − CC )/(GC + GA ) then
3:
Choose C with p = 1;
4: else
5:
Choose C with p = (CA − CC )/GA ;
6: end if;
7: Updated α, β, get θ and calculate u;
8: end while
9: Report node i as a malicious node;

Algorithm 2 Malicious-type player i’s PBE strategy σi∗
1: while Ei (F ) < max{Ei (A), Ei (C)} do
2: if θ ≤ (GC − CC )/(GC + GA ) then
3:
Choose A with φ = 1;
4: else
5:
Choose A with φ = (GC − CC )/((GC + GA ) · θ);
6: end if;
7: Track j’s θ, estimate risk of being caught and Ei (F );
8: end while
9: Flee to a remote area and attack again;
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F. PBE

VI. D ISCUSSION

The PBE of this game describes the optimal decision rules
for both regular and malicious nodes and reveals the connection
between the best strategy profile and the cost and gain of
individual strategies. From the discussion, we can summarize
player j’s PBE strategy σj∗ as strategy profile 1. The regulartype player i has the same PBE strategy profile as j, and the
PBE strategy σi∗ of malicious-type player i is listed as strategy
profile 2.
V. C OUNTERMEASURES
The regular node needs to balance the possible loss for false
alarm and gain in order to yield a correct report. It needs an
evidence accumulation process to make a confident reporting
decision. The malicious node clearly gains advantages by fleeing before the end of this process. Therefore, shortening the
length of this process and making it less predictable become
the networks’ main countermeasures against malicious nodes.
A. Dynamic Threshold
Regular nodes can use a dynamic threshold to mitigate malicious nodes’ threats. However, regular nodes cannot define their
threshold T arbitrarily since this would violate the sequential
rationality. A regular node will have a number of neighbors
when it stays in one cluster. Through communicating with
these nodes, it becomes more familiar with this cluster. The
aforementioned LF , which is the evaluated cost for the false
alarm, decreases as it gains more confidence about its current
cluster. The decrease of LF leads to the decrease of T . This
indicates that a regular node tends to be more aggressive in
reporting as it learns more about the cluster that it stays in.
B. Belief Dissemination
In the aforementioned game, the flee strategy leads to a
reputation reset with a 100% success probability. However, if
this probability can be reduced, malicious nodes are forced to be
more conservative. Malicious nodes tend to flee earlier, and the
damage to the current cluster is reduced. If the node’s identity
binding cannot be changed in the MANET and the belief
is disseminated among clusters as well, the aforementioned
probability will be reduced.
To enforce identity binding in the MANET, a network-wide
single authentication service with a strict identity policy should
be used. Methods to thwart the sybil attack should also be
employed to prevent faked identities. When a newcomer enters
a cluster, a trusted node from that cluster will request the belief
toward that node from all the other clusters.
We can also share belief within each cluster. In the game,
regular nodes build their beliefs exclusively based on first-hand
observations. This increases the detection time and makes their
decisions more predictable. Malicious nodes play the game
with each of their neighbors independently. Since regular nodes
also observe each other and build up the trust, they can utilize
this trust and share their beliefs.

In this section, we discuss several other possibilities related
to the game theatrical analysis.

A. Regular Nodes With Tit-for-Tat
Tit-for-tat is a highly effective strategy in game theory for
the iterated prisoner’s dilemma. The regular nodes in the game
may also adopt this strategy instead of using a belief system.
The regular node will initially cooperate, then respond in kind
to its neighbor’s previous action. The advantage of this strategy
is that regular nodes only need to remember the result of one
stage game. However, the observation in wireless networks is
not perfect. Although very rare, a regular forwarding of node
i may be observed by a regular node j as D or F due to
interference. Thus, the communication between regular nodes
i and j will be disrupted forever because of tit-for-tat. The
certainty-oriented belief system will be more robust toward the
imperfect observation. Therefore, the certainty-oriented belief
system will be a rational choice for regular nodes in a practical
MANET environment.
Furthermore, the tit-for-tat strategy for regular nodes also
leads to the interference attack from the malicious nodes. A
malicious node only needs to interfere the communication
among each pair of nodes once, and it can make the network
completely noncooperative indefinitely.

B. Reputation System Without Uncertainty
Many reputation systems have been proposed in literature
[15]–[17], [19]. Most of them sharply divide the recorded
behavioral information into right or wrong. With these belief
systems, a regular node j will have the same belief value in the
case that i observed one A/D with one C from node i and the
case that regular node j observed 100 A/D with 100 C from
node i. The same belief makes the flee strategy and the PBE
invalid. However, the two cases clearly have differences. While
the first case may be caused by an imperfect observation, node
j is more certain that node i is conducting an attack 50% of
the time in the second case. Therefore, uncertainty is an unavoidable factor in the dynamic environment of MANETs. An
uncertainty-aware analysis will be more practical in wireless
networks.

C. Possible Equilibrium of Never Fleeing
When node j chooses the pure strategy C, the malicious-type
node i can also follow the mixed strategy of C and A with
a fixed low φ, where φ < (GC − CC )/(GC + GA ). Since, in
this case, Ej (C) > Ej (D) = 0, node j should always follow
C and never choose R. However, whether the malicious-type
node i wants to keep such a low attack frequency and benefits
from this mixed strategy depends on the parameters. More
specifically, a φ exists that makes Ej (C) > 0 and Ei (φ) ≥ 0
at the same time; regular and malicious nodes should follow
(σi∗ , σj∗ ) = ((φ if malicious, C if regular), C), which turns out
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Each simulation is repeated 500 times, and the average data
are used as the final result. The default number of malicious
nodes is 40. The amount of energy for CC is regarded as the
unit cost/gain. We select the drop-packet attack as the sample
attack in the simulation. The default values for the expected
gain and cost parameters are GA = 20, GC = 30, and GR =
80. LF complies to the normal distribution with E(LF ) = 100
and V AR(LF ) = 20. The utility in the following figures shows
the actual average payoff of nodes.
B. Simulation Results

Fig. 3.

Cluster-based mobility pattern for nodes in Fig. 1(a).

to be another possible equilibrium. The F and R strategies will
not be used in this case, so the conditions are

Ej (C) = φ · (−GA − CC ) + (1 − φ) · (GC − CC ) > 0
Ei (φ) = φ · (GA − CA ) + (1 − φ) · (−CC ) ≥ 0.
Hence, φ ∈ [CC /(GA − CA + CC ), (GC − CC )/(GA +
GC )) = ∅; this equilibrium exists. The intuitive explanation
for this equilibrium is that, when the cost for A and C is
small enough and the gain is high, malicious nodes would like
to afford small C costs to persuade the regular nodes to C
most of the time and only A occasionally. The game repeats
infinitely, and the malicious nodes will not flee. This indicates
the situation that regular and malicious nodes may coexist in
the MANETs. However, this equilibrium only exists when
CC /(GA − CA + CC ) < (GC − CC )/(GA + GC ). The PBE
in this paper is more general and could be applied when this
condition does not hold.
VII. S IMULATION
We conduct a simulation to evaluate the regular and malicious nodes’ pure, mixed, and PBE strategy.
A. Simulation Setup
All proposed strategies have been implemented and compared on a custom discrete event simulator. All simulations
are conducted in randomly generated MANETs. The regular
node can track its neighbor’s outgoing packets by neighbor
monitoring.
One hundred nodes are randomly placed in a 900 m ×
900 m region which is evenly divided into nine clusters. The
transmission range is 250 m. Any two nodes within the same
cluster are considered neighbors. Nodes follow the clusterbased mobility model [25]. Fig. 3 shows this mobility model
for nodes in Fig. 1(a). The pxy in Fig. 3 is the probability that
regular nodes in cluster Cx will move to cluster Cy.

In Fig. 4(a)–(d), malicious nodes always follow their PBE
strategy. We record the results of different stage games to
compare regular nodes’ different strategy profiles. In Fig. 4(a)
and (b), regular nodes’ PBE strategy outperforms the other two
strategies. From Fig. 4(a), we can see that, when regular nodes
follow pure strategy C, their utility is high. This is due to the
fact that regular nodes hold all the opportunities to cooperate
with other regular nodes. However, it will surely stimulate the
malicious nodes to attack. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the utility of
the malicious nodes is the highest in this case.
Regular nodes can choose the mixed strategy σj : {p =
(CA − CC )/GA } which makes Ei (A) = Ei (C) for malicious
nodes. This method greatly reduces malicious nodes’ payoff.
The corresponding curve in Fig. 4(b) shows that the utility for
malicious nodes is negative. However, this mixed strategy is too
conservative. While greatly reducing malicious nodes’ utility,
regular nodes’ average utility is the lowest in Fig. 4(a).
Fig. 4(c) shows the convergence process of the estimated θ.
As the estimated θ is mainly decided by the malicious nodes’
strategy, the curves for the three cases are very close to each
other. θ intensely vibrates in the earlier stages and converges
in the later stages. Malicious nodes’ periodic fleeing causes the
vibration. When a malicious node attacks continuously at one
location, θ goes up quickly. After it flees to a new destination,
it attacks again with a clean history. As the malicious nodes’
strategy selection becomes more diverse in later stages, the
regular nodes’ belief converges.
In Fig. 5(a)–(d), regular nodes always follow their PBE
strategy. We compare malicious nodes’ different strategies, and
the PBE strategy outperforms the others. In Fig. 5(a) and (b),
when malicious nodes exploit pure strategy A or mixed strategy
φ, they can only affect regular nodes’ utility in the first several
stages, and their utility drops dramatically.
Fig. 5(c) shows the connection between the malicious nodes’
strategy and the variation of the regular nodes’ belief. When the
malicious node follows pure strategy A, the estimated θ should
converge to 100% in the first few stages. When the malicious
node exploits the mixed strategy φ, it is more deceptive. We
can see that the curve for the mixed strategy has a ladder
shape. However, the malicious node will still be reported. When
applying the PBE strategy, the malicious node has a good
chance of escaping being reported by fleeing.
Figs. 4(d) and 5(d) show the uncertainty u in the aforementioned two cases. The tendency of the curves is just opposite to
those in Figs. 4(c) and 5(c). This proves that uncertainty is the
determinant element of regular nodes’ decision.
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Fig. 4. Regular nodes’ strategy comparison when malicious nodes follow their PBE strategy. (a) Regular nodes’ utility. (b) Malicious nodes’ utility. (c) Belief.
(d) Uncertainty.

Fig. 5. Malicious nodes’ strategy comparison when regular nodes follow their PBE strategy. (a) Malicious nodes’ utility. (b) Regular nodes’ utility. (c) Belief.
(d) Uncertainty.

Fig. 6. Flee strategy comparison. (a) Malicious nodes’ utility. (b) Regular nodes’ utility.

Fig. 7. Countermeasure comparison. (a) Malicious nodes’ utility. (b) Regular nodes’ utility.

In Fig. 6(a) and (b), we compare different methods of fleeing.
The first is never fleeing. Malicious nodes could only select
φ < (GC − CC )/(GC + GA ) or increase φ but bear the loss of
being caught. The latter case is shown in Fig. 5. For the former
case, the average utility of the regular nodes is the highest in
Fig. 6(b) as malicious nodes can only choose a low φ to attack.
Moreover, the average utility of the malicious node is the lowest
in this case. The average utility of regular nodes is similar when

malicious nodes follow the PBE strategy or continuously hit
and run. However, the malicious nodes’ utility is much higher
in the PBE-strategy case. Therefore, following the PBE strategy
outperforms other flee options.
Fig. 7(a) and (b) demonstrates the effectiveness of the
proposed countermeasures. Using the intercluster belief dissemination or the dynamic threshold method (combined with
intracluster belief sharing), the utility of the malicious node
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is reduced. However, both methods rely on the regular nodes’
mobility model and organization.
The simulation results can be summarized as follows: 1) The
PBE strategies for both parties are better than other pure or
mixed strategies; 2) regular nodes’ decision rules, which consider the evidence sufficiency, balance the possible gains from
cooperation with regular nodes and the threats from malicious
nodes; and 3) the flee strategy is one key point for the malicious
nodes. It greatly increases the malicious nodes’ utility.

VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we used a dynamic Bayesian game framework
to analyze the wrestling between regular and malicious nodes
in mobile networks. The regular node forms belief, chooses the
probability to cooperate with its opponent based on its belief,
and follows a rational decision rule to report. The malicious
node keeps evaluating the risk of being caught and exploits
its flee strategy to avoid punishment. We analyze the PBE in
this game and emphasize the advantages that malicious nodes
would gain from the flee strategy. Our future work will focus
on multiattacker collusion in the regular/malicious node game.
We are particularly interested in the scenario where attackers can come together in a locality to conduct sophisticated
attacks.

A PPENDIX
We first analyze the reason that the uncertainty should be
measured. Then, we give formal proof of PBE in the regular/
malicious node game.
Rationality of the Reporting Rule: We examine the (k +
1)th stage game. Node j’s current belief θ = β/(α + β) is
the prior probability of the decision. We assume that the
average probability that malicious-type node i chooses A is
φ, and the average probability that regular-type node i will
choose D is 1 − p. The results of the previous k stage games
should comply to the binomial distribution, and k = α +
k
(1 − p)β−1 pα−1 , and
β − 2. Therefore, P ((α, β)|r) = β−1
 k
P ((α, β)|m) = β−1 φβ−1 (1 − φ)α−1 , where r denotes regular and m denotes malicious.
Hence, the probability that the regular node’s decision to
report leads to a false alarm is

(1 − θ) βk pβ (1 − p)k−β
P (r|(α, β)) =


(1 − θ) βk pβ (1 − p)k−β +θ βk φβ (1 − φ)k−β
and P (m|(α, β)) = 1 − P (r|(α, β)). As the sequential rationality condition for R is P (r|(α, β)) · (LF + CR ) ≤
P (m|(α, β)) · (GR − CR ), we can derive
k−β
β

1−p
φ

β

p
1−φ

k−β

≤

(GR − CR )
.
(LF + CR )

(3)

Inequality (3) reflects that both β’s proportion of k and the
value of k must be considered. Hence, we get Lemma 1.
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Lemma 1: Based only on the belief θ, a threshold-based
reporting policy cannot guarantee the sequential rationality for
regular nodes.
Proof: If we take only the belief into account when imposing the threshold without considering uncertainty, the decision
rule becomes β/(α + β) > T , and the regular node should
report.
The threshold T in the decision rule regulates only the
relationship between α and β, where β ≥ (T /(1 − T )) · α. T
cannot regulate the value of k, which reflects the sufficiency of
observations. It violates the sequential rationality requirement
reflected in (3).

Therefore, only measuring the belief is not enough for the
sequential rationality requirement. Theorem 1 states that a
combined threshold on uncertainty u and belief θ is necessary.
Theorem 1: By imposing a threshold T on θ · (1 − u), the
sequential rationality for regular nodes can be guaranteed.
Proof: By imposing the threshold T on disbelief d, we
impose a combined requirement on both u and β/(α + β). As
(β/(α + β)) · (1 − u) > T , we have u = (12 · α · β)/((α +
β)2 · (α + β + 1)) ≤ 1 − T according to (1). Hence
α2

12 · α2 · T · (1 − T )
≤1−T
· (1 − T + T )2 · (k + 3)

(4)

which leads to k > 12 · T − 3 as β ≥ (T /(1 − T )) · α.
Therefore, we now have a combined requirement for both
the proportion of evidence for A/D and the sufficiency of
observations.

Optimality of Strategy Profiles (σi∗ , σj∗ ): We first prove that
the regular/malicious node game has a PBE since the game
satisfies the Bayesian postulates. After that, we prove that both
the proposed PBE strategy profiles 1 and 2 satisfy the sequential
rationality condition.
Lemma 2 (Bayesian Postulates): The described game satisfies the following four Bayesian conditions [6].
B1) Posterior beliefs are independent. All types of receivers
have the same beliefs.
B2) Bayes’ rule is used to update beliefs (θ) from stage
game k to stage game k + 1 whenever possible.
B3) The players do not signal what they do not know.
B4) All players must have the same belief about the type of
another player.
Proof: B1 is satisfied because receiver j has only one type
which is regular. Since θ = β/(α + β), the updated θ satisfies
Bayes’ rule when α or β is incremented. Hence, B2 is satisfied.
The regular and malicious nodes select their signal (A/D or C)
based on their own payoff, which fulfills B3. Because there are
only two players in the game and no other players influence the
belief updates, B4 is satisfied.

Lemma 3 (Sequential Rationality): For each player x, given
any alternative strategy σx of x, σx∗ satisfies Ex (σx∗ ) ≥ Ex (σx ).
Here, Ex (σx ) denotes the expected payoff of x’s strategy σx
when other players play best response to σx .
Proof: As the receiver of the game, regular node j plays
R only when Ej (R) > max{Ej (C), Ej (R)}. Otherwise, it
will play C with the optimal probability p. The actions of
the receiver maximize its expected payoffs given its beliefs.
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Similarly, the sender i, which could be a malicious or a regular
node, chooses to A/D or C depending on which action will
maximize its payoff given j’s strategy and its own type.

As stated in [6], Theorem 2 can be derived from Lemmas 2
and 3, which indicates that (σi∗ , σj∗ ) are the optimal decision
rules for both parties in this game.
Theorem 2: (σi∗ , σj∗ ) described by strategy profiles 1 and 2 is
a PBE of the regular/malicious node game.
Proof: Since the described regular/malicious node game
satisfies the Bayesian conditions B1–B4 (Lemma 1) and
(σi∗ , σj∗ ) described by strategy profiles 1 and 2 satisfies
the sequential rationality condition (Lemma 2), (σi∗ , σj∗ ) is
a PBE.
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